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STELLAR JOCKEYS APRIL NEWSLETTER
Welcome to the Stellar Jockeys  newsletter for April. Check out the latest
news and updates on our projects, along with a round up of community
submissions.

Benjamin, Stellar Jockeys

What We're Up To
The team is close to sealing up the script on Brigador Killers, while Brad is
two-thirds of the way through his novelization that bridges the gap
between Brigador and Brigador Killers. Meanwhile, Makeup And Vanity Set
is putting the finishing touches to the soundtrack.
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Planning ahead for the eventual release of Brigador Killers means lots of
marketing, promotion, and launch support prep. We're looking forward to
sharing more details later in the year.

Wishlist Brigador Killers on Steam

A Note About Merch Store Orders
There have been disruptions to global logistics as a result of the current
pandemic, so please expect some delays with any merchandise orders
made on the Stellar Jockeys merchandise store. Thank you to everyone
that has made inquiries already. If you have any questions about an order
made in the past month, please write to team@stellarjockeys.com and be
sure to mention your order number.

One Month Left In Community Contest

In case you missed it last month, our Discord community is still running the
Powersuit Mini-map Community Contest. Remember that the final
submission date for your 60x60 map is due May 31st.

Want to know more about making maps, or modding Brigador in general?
Just hop in to our Discord, go to the maps-and-modding channel and check
out the pinned messages.

Join our Discord server

Community Spotlight
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Community Spotlight
It's been a fairly quiet month, but Zi has once again floored us with some
fan art of Brigador pilots Sequin Parrot, Aline Vocc and Norman Osberger.

Over on Twitter, community member Pork showed off their pixel-art
Mongoose...

...while @Logonoclast made their own SNC desktop wallpaper (download it
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by clicking here).

More fan art and other community creations are regularly featured in the
#becks_best channel on our Discord server.

Next Month
In May's newsletter we eagerly await a glimpse of your mini-map creations,
and we will have another treat for your eardrums.
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